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Hi to you All around the Blue-Green Earth (floating & revolving in the solar System with the Star-

Sun providing the LIFE FORCE which keeps the Whole System Alive & Evolving. And the LIFE 

FORCE/PRANA transforms into VIT D in our physical bodies & every one of the 50 trillion cells 

needs VIT D to Live. But without the Sun's LIFE FORCE there would be no VIT D & all humans 

would be dead, so...does our 'wanting to get back to normal society' even acknowledge this 

simple Reality? NO. Everyday we hear about so many people 'dying' of Covid-19 - does our 

'normal society' realise that the nursery school of Truth/Reality is that 'death does not exist & 

never has & never will'? NO. Of course there is great suffering for those 'on earth' when a loved 

one 'passes on - into the next phase of life & evolution' BUT 'death does not exist'. And if this 

'nursery school reality' is still not acknowledged after thousands of lifetimes well...? Gross 

dangerous ignorance which only causes much more pain to those who are 'back on earth' while 

the person who 'passed on & up' discovers 'all is well + +'. They may 'pass on' alone but when 

they leave their physical bodies they discover they are NOT Alone but in very go(o)d Company.  

In fact in far better wise company than those 'back on earth'. And when they try & inform their 

family>friends that they are 'fine & indeed happy' they discover that this is near-impossible to 

those 'who do not see or hear' for they are living 'normal lives'.   

And vaccines are going to fix this dire deadly problem? Of course not. Vaccines will actually 

allow humans to continue this insane 'normal living' & this is why we have been informed that 

the vaccines will not do the job for the virus has mutated & will mutate to confuse the vaccines 

for RADICAL CHANGE is the Purpose of the pandemic & thus the real Safeguard.  

In the article we will send you after the January 28 Full Sun-Moon Cycle we will share what 'in-

formation' we have been given about the coming two Waves - the 4th Pandemic Wave (= 

'Crucifixion' of the collective ego of the human race) & the 5th Spiritual Wave (= 'Resurrection' of 

the Human Soul).     

Do your best to keep Thursday & Friday January 28/29 as free as possible to 'tune into & 

receive' the downpouring of the 'Living Waters of AQUARIUS'. Keep a book/pen to write down 

what you 'receive' for such a Downpouring will come in very quickly & needs to be put down or 



else it can be forgotten. Aquarius reveals the new Present-Future - for 

humanity/nation/everyone. BIG STUFF - worth putting aside time to do such Work. 

Apoca-lypse - New Revelation.  

The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse - Four Waves of Inner Revelation that lie behind the 

outer waves. PERCEPTION is everything. SEE with the INNER EYE - HEAR with the INNER 

EAR. Not with the two eyes & ears.  

The very tough time that people are now going through IS the final exhausting Climb to the 

Mountain Peak to Receive the Apocalypse. For each person this will be different as each has 

his/her own unique Work to do to pioneer in the Future. The more conscious one is the more 

one can Receive. Of Course.     

 


